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WEST WAY SURVEY RESULTS – FULL COMMENTS 
1. The Baptist Church spent £90,000 on plans for a new building.  I hope that is not all for nought. 

2. Perfectly alright at present & has everything needed.  The only people who will benefit are the developers. Developing will cause great problems 
for people in the area and destroy many of the present businesses. 

3. Do it 

4. The Seacourt development needs to be considered as well - how about putting the cinema there? What about parking? 

5. Other shops: more variety would be good. Student housing: plenty elsewhere! 

6. Sensitivity is key. It's a great place to live and, I'm sure, work. 

7. The place is a dump. The sooner it gets redeveloped the better 

8. Cinema: don't think it's necessary or appropriate. I would urge that the mis of existing or new SMALL TRADERS should be retained in any new 
development. These are a vital component for a suburban mini-centre like Botley. Don't waste the space on just a handful of mega-developmnets 
that'll immediately put pressure on traffic and parking. And co-ordinate planning with that for the Seacourt Tower and Halfords sites! 

9. Field House is not sheltered houseing, the daily warden has been removed. The place has gone downhill over the years. There has been problems 
with drugs. an elderly lady was attacked. Build something new and bring back the live-in warden. 

10. The plans for the library re-development are very vague! 

11. q7: I do not understand this question 

12. Other shops: same or less.  Large Community hall that can split important. Reduce uncertainty to a short period. Jobs are important. Needs to be 
commercially viable. Focus on the future - more elderly. Compromise - what's best for all, (not students), not the minority. 

13. A bigger library would be good. same number of shops - do not want one big supermarket - want individual shops in Elms Parade - good human 
scale! 

14. Brookes has empty student housing. 

15. Very concerned about small independent shops during redevelopment. Will they be moved into portakabins, or somewhere very nearby? They 
MUST be allowed to carry on trading - otherwise their LIVELIHOODS are threatened. 

16. The development should be in scale with the type of area - suburban. Would like to see the Co-op retained. Concerned what happens to existing 
shops/services during building development. 

17. Elms Parade should be listed s it is a good example of 1930s architecture. The interiors could be modernised without spoiling the facade. if your 
aim is to attract more shoppers to the area, student housing on the fron would not achieve this. We have a good balance in Botley of young 
families, older people and students. I do not wish this to change. 

18. Field House should be retained and extended.  3 Dev sites in this area should get together and sort it. (MFI - students ) ( Seacourt - Cinema, 
Waitrose), (Elms Parade - local shops & Social amenities) 

19. The Co-operative supermarket offers a superb service, they should be preferred over other supermarkets. More shops should be small and 
personal, not chain stores. 

20. Cinema: a stupid idea. Recreation facilities for the under 20s would be much better.  Students have little investment in the local reas. They are, 
however, a cash cow. Thank you for organising this survey 
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21. It's important to keep the variety of small shops that make this area useful to people who live nearby. We do NOT want them replaced by a few 
huge clothing stores or anything equally useless. 

22. I want to retain free and ample car parking. I do not want a covered in precinct. I want plenty of small independent shops, including greengrocer, 
dry cleaners, chemist. bakery 

23. supermarket: Co-op.  Our preferred supermarket is the Co-op. Please also retain a post office in the scheme. 

24. Supermarket: Co-op. Student housing: there is too much at present in Oxford city.  We use the Co-op and Post Office most, other shops 
occasionally. We'd be unlikely to use any supermarket other than the Co-op. 

25. Supermarket: Co-op. Public space - but better designed and all in one area. Cinema SMALL cinema only. Do not increase car parting - encourage 
walking/cycling. Keep the Co-op - we do not need or want a big Asda/Tesco. Keep local services: barber, optician, dentist, post office etc. Small 
cinema would be grea, also more cafes/restaurants, but not just chains - we do not want a "clone town". More green space, playground. 

26. other shops: yes, restaurants: yes.  Traffic, maintenance, anti-social behaviour, noise, litter, dog poo in communal areas. No more funeral 
directors. More independent shops. 

27. Doric not the right people to develop it. They appear to be speculators, not developers. 

28. Field house: Loose it!  Decent restaurants and bars would be good. Cinema exelent idea, more affluent people are attracted to Botley as it is a 
good area, better shops and supermarkets a good idea. 

29. Doric say they wish to create a "town centre". Botley is not a town and we do not need or want a "town centre". 

30. I do not want a featureless sales area. Local people should have good facilities and attractive public space. Small shops should be able to survive. 

31. We do not need anything bigger. No need for further development. 

32. I believe the rectory should be retained in its present place. 

33. Supermarket: one major is enough rather than 3 smaller. Shops: keep the charity shops. Resataurants: nice place to eat with family is welcome. 
Library bigger & better is KEY! Cinema: not sure - need to better understand impact.  We need library, post office, chemist, grocery store, charity 
shops, community centre - space for events with kitchen/tables / space for clubs/meetings / nearly new sales, exercise classes, beavers/cubs etc. 
Also cafe (coffee & kid friendly), restaurants, green space with kids area, bike parking. 

34. Would like to see a Co-op retained as one of supermarkets and retain smaller shops on Elms Parade. 

35. Supermarket: Co-op only. Public space - incl play space. Library: more ICT hotdesks for research & studying. Cinema: 2 screens.  I object to any 
plans to bring a large supermarket chain store. I support the Co-operative value base. This community would like an enhanced shopping area and 
a wider range of facilities - NOT a supermarket! 

36. The whole area should be enclosed and roofed to make it an an all year/weahter facility. Including "pop-up" shops for local people/community 
organisations to use to sell/exhibit. A "market place" for markets/fayres/ community events. Library: Doric has only said it may provide a space for 
library, library should be included as fully up and running enterrprise. Cinema: the most ludicrious idea - totally unneccessay and inappropriate for 
the area. Student housing: this is a suburban area not a student campus. The proposed development is vague and far from transparent. Residents' 
views should be canvassed first, followed by several options for developmetn, followed by full consultation. During any works, existing businesses 
must be helped to continue trading. Individual/artisan/pop up shops should be encouraged and included. Whilst students may be part of the 
community, it is largely a transient population and is not so high up on the list of "priorities". I feel passionate about my locality and its facilities. It 
should remain a residential and family-oriented safe place to live!! 

37. We will still need access to a local petrol station. We will still need adequate local free parking. 
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38. For me it is mostly important to design a development which enhances a sense of community rather than simply a functional development, similar 
to the (boring and impersonal) shopping area in Botley 

39. I would like to retain the Co-op and other smaller retailers for consumer choice, plus I do not want to wander needlessly around a large single 
supermarket. 

40. Free partking for 3 hrs/day is good, could use slightly more spaces than now. A performance space in the community centre could be used by local 
/ touring acts. 

41. I would not want any new development however if we have to have new development I would prefer to reatin the area as it is with perhaps a lick of 
paint, more plants, more seating. 

42. I hope the area can stay as it is. 

43. We do not want a large supermarket chain displacing local shop keepers 

44. Other shops: more variety. We don't need a new shopping centre. We need the shops refurbished. and a new hardware store and a new 
haberdasher. 

45. My view is that the existing West Way needs sympathetic renewal. The rest of Doric's plans are simply about their profit and would bring no benefit 
to the community. 

46. I think a superstore would cause too much traffic problems. Small business should be encouraged to stay. No demand for a cinema / student 
accommodation. 

47. Q7: Odd poorly worded question.   Not good site for large supermarket, better placed near Homebase. Would not like to see a reduction in number 
of small units. 

48. It would have been useful to have seen more detailed plans before commenting. Doric must know how much space of each type they wanted to 
create in order to have agreed terms with the Vale. 

49. Could we have a leisure / sports / swimming centre instead of a cinema - a healthy option! 

50. I am Chair of the Dean Court Community Association, building a new Community Centre just down the road - I hope that we can work together for 
the community. 

51. Doric seem obsessed with  "bigger & better" but very few people locally want a hypermarket. There should be a firm policy on keeping shop rents 
low, otherwise there will just be empty units. 

52. A little more street and pavement cleanliness is all that is needed. 

53. There should still be free parking with more spaces if possible, often parks are full. 

54. Due to the fact that there are hundreds of new houses about to be built there is an urgent need for a bigger doctors' surgery and more doctors. 

55. Don't agree with moving the older folk out, some have been there for a long time. 

56. We are a small community and do not need to replace our existing supermarket- it just needs updating. We certainly do not need any big retailers 
nor do we need a cinema when we already have 9 screens to choose from in Oxford, just a short bus ride away. 

57. I feel if this goes ahead Oxford will be like a ghost town, we have to think of the shopkeepers in Oxford. 

58. Enough space for parking? Roads around can't cope with traffic at the moment, I'm assuming Doric hope this redevelopment will generate more. 
Will the elderly folk cope with a move? 

59. I worked within West Way for 6 years, so know the area well. Some updating should be done but not demolition and new development. 
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60. Any development should be informed by the needs of Botley people and not about big companies making lots of money. This is our community, not 
an out of town leisure/ents facility. Community/ arts/ leisure/ sports centres would be great. 

61. An attractive convenient shopping area with plenty of free parking would be most welcome. Basic shopping needs should be available throughout 
the construction period - careful programming of the works will be essential. 

62. The Co-op should stay but it will be nice to have a bigger one. 

63. New buildings should be aesthetically pleasing. Elms Parade should be pedestrianised, places to sit and flower boxes. Parking should be free and 
mostly underground. We don't need superstores. Student accommodation should be next to the University. No wood cladding please! 

64. About time the depressing architectural eye sore was replaced !! 

65. other shops, restaurants - perhaps a couple more [varietys?] not necessarily bigger.  There are cinemas in Oxford city, Witney & Cowley. I do not 
think Botley needs one. 

66. [supermarket] - need a Morrisons.[cinema] - NO. [student housing] - NO. Why put all the old people out. It's all wrong. 

67. My family have lived in Botley since 1960 and if these plans go ahead, the heart will be ripped out of here. 

68. [Q3 - ...it's important to maintain some of the current buildings] or/and services. [supermarket] - NOT TESCO. [restaurants] - better quality 

69. Local traders & small shops are vital to the area and should be retained & encouraged. 

70. [public open space] - No more roads OR concrete. [library] - The library does not need to move. None of the literature that I have seen mentions 
the environmental impact of the scheme. Trees and lawns and planted gardens are important contributors to our 'life'. 

71. [Underlined 'I don't like the idea of a cinema...] - NO! 10.3 Student housing should be on campus & not in residential areas. 

72. Redevelopment: maintain current buildings - depends on what's done to them. Use: do some (not most) of my shoppin there. Student housing: if it 
released more local dwellings for families. Field House: Build new housing on site. A first class development would be a big plus, but how can we 
be sure we will get it? You don't say anything about traffic / parking implications. If Field House is to be replaced, it needs to be on site, not "several 
hundred yards away" - (E. Batts) 

73. Field House: only if it is not more expensive for residents. Conditions and promises should be given in writing and the developer should be made 
accountable if e doesn't follow them. Developers usually change their minds or even pretend in the first place they would do something they never 
internd to do. 

74. The library is a well used local resourse and must be retained. 
While I don't think this site is the best location for a cinema, a small cinema would be fine. A large multiplex would not be appropriate. 

75. Neither the Council nor Doric care about the elderly residents who live in this area and do not want any changes. The whole project should be 
stopped. 

76. Elms Parade has no need to be changed. Perfect as it is. Nor should Field House be demolished. 

77. Field House: Retain but update if this is necessary. Elderly people would find living on a building site for 1/2 years hard to tolerate. 

78. Other shops: Ironmonger. 

79. The Rectory should not be demolished. It is where it should be next to the Church. 

80. We all know this is a done deal - if it reduces Council Tax OK. Don't be silly, of course it won't - rents will go up (pathetic). 

81. SEE PAPER SURVEY FOR 3 PAGES OF COMMENTS 

82. Absolutely this area needs redevelopment, but make sure that the small businesses survive. 
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83. I do hope your plans allow the Big Issue vendor to continue his business in front of the Co-op. He helps OAP's etc. with their shopping and trolleys 
and is very polite to all. 

84. Botley's original identity as a Berkshire village has been eroded enough.  Please don't destroy what individuality remains.  There are more than 
enough over-developed faceless suburbs 

85. Half the student housing at Harcourt Campus is empty. We don't need more.  Odeon cinemas are fine. We don't need new ones.  Supermarkets 
are fine. We don't want bigger ones at Botley. 

86. Provision must be made for current shopkeepers.  Where are thay going to trade from during the time the site is being altered/rebuilt 

87. I don't wish to see anything imposed on the community against peoples' wishes 

88. Is Doric the only developer being considered. Assuming VWHDC owns some of the site I think that the development should go out to tendrwith a 
preferred plan. 

89. A cinema and student housing would cause parking nightmares in such a small area. Field House should be left alone. 

90. I am worried about increased traffic & pollution/noise.  Infrastructure cannot cope with more students.  Please keep Botley community spirit. DO 
NOT NEED large out of town shopping centre 

91. Library on ground floor 

92. Really against the idea of a cinema or any housing overlooking Arthray Rd back gardens. This invades our privacy - the flats behind Arthray Rd 
need to go! 

93. Keep shops on Elms Parade. Dentist, Optician & Barbers 

94. It is important to keep the variety of small independent shops in the area 

95. Concerned at the height of the development & keen it doesn't block views of Wytham Woods at the bottom of Elms Rise.  Would vastly prefer a 
variety of independent shops. 

96. Botleyites should come 1st. We've lived all our lives here & like it. 

97. The development must be for all ages.  Housing should be for the elderly not just students (separate). 

98. Concerns are more traffic on the Botley Rd! Difficulties in pulling out with more traffic.  No where to park as already an issue at shops.  A 
Blockbuster rental would be welcome but not a cinema. 

99. Botley is at present a pleasant semi-rural area.  I don't want to see it transformed into an urban sprawl with its character destroyed. 

100. I agree with the new development, especially the cinema & good restaurants.  It is important to retain a crime free good quality area.  The 
Elms Parade shops should be retained. 

101. New facilities: "No" - what does this mean? Number? Student housing: Is there any student housing at the moment? Field House: Where 
are the plans? Are there plans for developing the Homebase site on the other side of the road/ How do those plans fit with these plans? 

102. What will happen to existing shops while the development is taking place? A number of shop owners are very worried. 

103. I am a tenant. I don't want to see the smaller retail units gone .... although a facelift would be nice. 

104. Retail outlets not to be priced out of the market in place of more expensive unit. Also the same amount of free partking should be part of 
the overall plans. 

105. Other shops: more variety. The 60s/70s part of West Way is an eyesore and needs redeveloping. The original Elms Parade row is 
attractive and should be skillfully blended into any new development. 
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106. Please ensure sufficient disabled parking with level access. 

107. All new doesn't necessarily mean better. All the existing shops should have priority. I do not want to lose the Co-op. The frontage is very 
important. The facade could be retained with the rest demolished. 

108. Elms Parade and Field House must NOT be demolished. Some cosmetic attention required in the precinct. 

109. use mostly for banking. Keep Cumnor Parish News updated on any progress, it covers a wide area. 

110. I think the developers are being greedy. Why can't they offer a good plan for the land they have without threatening Field House! 

111. [Question 3] - it's important to maintain MOST of the current buildings. [Cinema] - it's not necessary. Have lived in the area for more than 
forty years & think that Doric are only interested in financial gain & don't care what LOCAL residents think or feel. 

112. We need much more social and indoor and outdoor sports facilities in the area. Also a bigger and better doctor's surgeryand bigger 
SCHOOLS. 

113. A larger community centre with flexible accommodation would benefit young & old. I think this questionnaire gives too much leeway for the 
developer to say that their plans are what local people ask for, when they will not cover local needs. 

114. Field House: And Vicarage! very worried about huge amount of extra traffic. Wrong place for multiplex (use Habitat area). Keep the petrol 
station there! More shops, but SMALL , LOCAL and better quality. Don't let Elms Parade go! Underground parking won't work because of leaky 
Cumnor Hill. 

115. [Supermarket - better and bigger] (lower priced goods) Botley Rd is already too busy at times. The doctors surgery would not be able to 
care for more people in the area, as it is now. Please think ahead of the consequences of making this changes & the quality of peoples' lives in 
Botley. 

116. [Student housing] - Brookes has plenty of land on Harcourt Hill for housing. 

117. We need some banks. Toilets 

118. [Cinema - underlined option 2] - would destroy the 'village' atmosphere of the area. Present shops could be left if modernised. BUT in 
Abingdon they have done away with the covered way so you get wet when shopping. Botley cover all the way around should STAY!! 

119. Other shops - better not bigger. Public open space - With some greenery! Certainly don't need a bigger supermarket, particularly if 
Waitrose opens down Botley Rd. Aldi, Co-op and smaller Tesco quite adequate. I would doubt there is ANY demand for a cinema. Area does need 
a facelift but not wholesale demolition. 

120. I don't think a huge new development in this area is appropriate. A lot could be done by refurbishing and maintenance to a high standard. 

121. what will happen to existing businesses during redevelopment? Cycle facilties should be integral to design including access from Elms 
Rise and B4044 cycle paths 

122. very anxious not to attract more traffic. The new facilities should be aimed at serving the local community and no more 

123. Enough parking space should be taken into consideration. 

124. - if the Vale had maintained and properly looked after the existing precinct, perhaps we would not be where we are today. I do not see 
redevelopment as necessary for the community 

125. - I think it important ther area should be upgraded so we must not prevent that happening by being too negative. I think the main objection 
for me is student housing and definitely not to move Field House away from Botley 

126. Restaurants - not bigger. Many people, especially the elderly DEPEND on the current facility for shopping, pharmacy, banking etc. ANY 
development MUST allow for these facilities to be available THROUGHOUT. 
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127. - the rectory should stay near the church. I like to sit outside the shops and relax in space 

128. - I would underline the need for a library - and in common with other people I've spoken to a petrol station is essential. I think there is a risk 
of too many supermarkets in the area. 

129. - redevelopment of the Seacourt hall area is definitely necessary but refurbishment of the precinct is all that is needed. Leave the arpark at 
the west end alone - it is needed. 

130. - it is inconceivable that the existing buildings be completely demolished to make way for a new development. What happens in the 
meantime? 

131. - hardware store would be welcome. A glass-covered precinct would be good - friendlier and less wind-swept. Facilities for youth, 
swimming pool, gym. etc, in a leisure centre for all ages 

132. The man in the pet shop told me [about the development] - saying the buildings had become structurally unsound. That is a disgrace as I 
have been here 57 years and the back shops the offices at both ends were not even there then. Library - [library about the same size] - perhaps. 
[new library bigger and better] - ? Fifty years ago where Field House is was just a field with a donkey in it. Oxford is renowned for its buildings that 
have stood for hundreds of years and will stand for hundreds more. What has gone wrong with us today? 

133. - still need adequate free parking and access to local petrol station. Will need access to shops as usual whilst building happening 

134. (mentions petrol station) The area is well served with supermarkets and there may be another in the pipepline. Is underground parking 
such a good idea?. 

135. - above all retain a local feel with a wide variety of small traders. Don't replicate all the same big stores on every high street. Medium size 
supermartket - Co-op, Sainsburys or Waitrose, not Tesco. Sports hall not cinema 

136. - it is imperative that access roads and car parking are built into the redevelopment plans 

137. - This survey is not well designed.  It should be based on the LIKERT scale if the outcome is to be really valuable 

138. - the sheltered housing should be retained if up to date or replaced. 
More car aprking would be sueful. 
Supermarket should be bigger but not huge 

139. - you must keep the existing shopkeepers going 

140. - We want to build on the busy thriving nature of the whole precinct. We do not want to turn it into a no-go area at night. Let's bring in a 
farmer's matket, specialist baker, a good cafe and greengrocer, haberdashery and childs activity centre. A creative mix of shops, not one enormous 
supermarket. Trading must continue during construction 

141. Was unsure of Doric's plans from the maps with pretty circles. Are they creating a shopping or residential area? Where was the car 
parking? Maybe a growing Botley does need another doctors' surgery. Where are the people who currently live above the shops going to go? 

142. Must have free parking, no upstairs library, not good for prams and OAP's as lifts can be dangerous. Multi storey car parking not good for 
ladies or OAP'S at night! Where do teenagers play skateboarding etc. No more supermarkets. No more students as they will all have cars as well 
as bikes. 

143. Elms Parade must be retained and also free parking. 

144. Very concerned about plans to have underground car park. Seacourt Hall must be enhanced. 

145. The financial position of Doric should be investigated. I would be more in favour of it if it involved a new medical centre and the location of 
the churches was certain. 
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146. The people living in Field House thought they would be there for he rest of their lives! Don't disrupt them! 

147. Proposed plan not the one we will see. It will be a retail park. Much too large for the area. No mention of Seacourt Tower site. Parade 
needs renovation. 

148. Keep the Co-Op. Plant more trees. Keep shops on Elms Parade 

149. It is important to maintain the small shopkeepers 

150. The Field House decision should be made by the people who live and work there (and the relatives) 

151. More independent shops - we need the butcher, baker and candlestick maker not a cinema 

152. More independent shops 

153. More independent shops - Fishmonger and off-licence 

154. A bigger Post Office would be a good thing 

155. Field house is fine: it was purpose built.  Leave it and us alone.  This is being led by people who don't even live here.  We have for 47 
years. 

156. The Vale has a conflict of interest as regulator/planning authority and developer/tax collector. How can this best be sorted. 

157. - it is imperative to retain the feeling  of community and the small individual shops as a major part of this. If the library is closed during 
development, then alternative premises must be found. Other businesses must also be offered premises to maintain their livelihoods. 

158. - it's disgraceful that Doric are even thinking of uprooting the Field House residents. This redvelopment is great if done sensitively and 
thoughtfully. We do not need cinemasor huge supermarkets, just a nice selction of appropriate shops and services. Botley is not a huge town that 
can accommodate lots of traffic. 

159. - there are almots enough shop units (if used as shops) in present layout. Pressure would be needed on Doric and Council to ensure new 
shops are attracted - rents and business rates must be realistic otherwise everyone is wasting their time 

160. - If viable, ie rent charges, more diveristy, eg fruit & veg, bakery, fish shops, etc. At present too many parasitic shops; undertakers, charity 
shops, estate agents. These should be sidelined out of the main area 

161. - the area definitely needs redevelopment particularly the two old office blocks. However, student housing and a cinemn are definitely not 
appropriate. 

162. - Botley is a popular and lively community. It would be great to see a community green space with children's facilities at the heart of the 
redevelopment. WE don't need to attrcat out of area shoppers; there are enough here! 

163. - whilst I welcome development for aesthetic reasons, the existing mix of small shops, small supermarket and adeqaute free parking must 
be retained. The location will not cope with increased numbers of people and their cars, particularly a large supermarket or cinema 

164. - I feel Doric wanted to buy more but not for the community. I feel a big development would spoil it and make it like an extension of Oxford. 
We have a village atmosphere at the moment which suits me. Younger people may need more and surely it is their future not mine to think about 

165. To keep the same amount of free parking spaces (use car too) To ensure current retail outlets are not priced out of this new development. 

166. My wife and I have liv in Botley for years and will be having our first child later this year. W have always greatly desired for the West Way 
area to be redeveloped to include an attractive and modern vibe. We would eve greatly support the building of a Starbucks or Costa Coffee. 

167. Please think very carefully about Field House. No student housing please, it has no place here, it would be extremely anti-social and would 
destroy the area for the people who live here. 
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168. Sheltered housing, must be very near a bus stop with a frequent (10 mins) evening and Sunday service to Oxford and very near new 
shops. Library, no period when closed. 

169. Some people have suggested swimming pool/leisure facilities. Totally unnecessary as they already exist at Brooke's Harcourt Hill. 

170. I hope more car parking (short stay) will be provided. 

171. The important thing is for Oxon CC to approve the plans for the new library in advance and agree to rent it. Otherwise it will be too easy for 
OCC to close the library. 

172. Cinema: concerned over how sustainable & not at the cost of Field House. I am deeply concerned for the current residents of Field House; 
social/health impact if demolished. A bigger supermarket yes, BUT not much bigger or overly dominant. We need small shops too. 

173. I think Botley Parade could do with a "make over" but not sure it actually needs redeveloping. We do not need a cinema! There are enough 
cinemas around for people to go to. 

174. Library: I cannot comment - I don't use the library. That doesn't mean that I "don't care"! Cinema: I can't see the point of a cinema in this 
area (it will be empty). Student housing: They will be noisy & will disturb people in the area. Could there be inside facilities for youngsters - say, 
youth club / general meeting place. And what about an indoor all-weather skateboard park combined with the above. There is a campaign for 
skateboarding at the top of the estate but this would be more central & could be used ALL year. 

175. We do NOT need anohter supermarket and Oxford is well served with cinemas - West Way and Elms Parade is individual and is a nice 
change from the usual clone type shopping precincts. 

176. Doric are proposing underground car parking. This type of parking encourages vandalism / hooliganism and does nothing to ensure people 
feel safe in their own community. 

177. Also attended Doric exhibit in Seacourt Hall. Combine the car parks away from West Way; say make access/exit in Westminster Way / 
Arthray Road. Limit car parking to say ONE hour. 

178. Residents of Field House should be protected - Botley is their home! 

179. Cinema: Not viable. Field House: move before or retain. I bought into this area because of the shopping area. I love the individual shops 
and hate the idea of a big supermarket. No cinema will ever be built because there is no way it will survive. 

180. Field House should not be demolished,. Present residents are happy there and are very upset about this proposal. 

181. Student housing: not an appropriate situation.  I hope that the financial backgrounds of the directors of Doric and their experience / 
success in this type of development have been thoroughly vetted, so that the community can have confidence in the success of this ventre. 

182. Cinema: Not required! Field House must not be demolised. NO cinema. It only takes 20 mins to reach a cinema or theatre in Oxford. Elms 
Parade IS Botley! 

183. 1. told by the Doric rep that the redevelopment would not go ahead without the student accommodation - if it did go ahead the 
redevelopment would just become part of Brookes Campus. 2. There could not be enough car parking for people using the cinema & West Way 
shops. 3. It is a done deal "Let us build student flats" will revampl shops for you. 

184. The Elms Parade shops have no architecturalo merid, so do not need to be preserved, especially if the new development provides more 
and better shops. At present the shopping facilities in Botley fall well below potential & should be comparable with those in Summertown & 
Headington. 

185. As far as I know there has been no demand for a cinema in Botley. The possible demolition of Field House is causing the residents great 
distress. 
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186. Everything should stay as it is. 

187. Access and adequate parking is a real issue here. 

188. The creation of a large concrete glass arcade which would date and become ugly is not acceptable. This area is valued as a local 
community and must retain that sense, not an out-of-town retail and multiplex facility. 

189. Supermarket - Waitrose or M&S. Other shops - independent / small. Restaurants - good ones. Public open space - yes. Cinema - NOT AT 
ALL. Student housing - NOT AT ALL. I do not want Botley to become an in-between no man's land where people come for superstores and 
entertainment. There are many new houses - we need a community. Thame is a good example. 

190. I would love to have a coffee shop that is up to industry standard. I do not think the current coffee shop is appealing or up to the standards 
it should be. 

191. It is important that there is ample provision for the various clubs and societies to take place and not have to give up their venues for things 
like elections. 

192. There is a need to retain or replace a petrol station. Space allocated for student housing should be used for more age-restricted housing. 
Students should be housed nearer to Westminster College. 

193. A cinema is not at all appropriate for the area. The size / scale of the proposed supermarket is insane! The access is totally inadequate. 

194. Other shops - more but not necessarily bigger 
We need a proper community facility such as the West Oxford Community Centre with rooms to hire + cafe + playground. 

195. Good quality. Nicer environment, safe neighbourhood, indoors activity facility for children. Better and bigger library. 

196. New facilities - questions difficult to answer. 
STudent housing: alright - depends how much and how it is done. 
Field House: What do people want?  
I worry about the impact on the older people of having to move. 

197. I like the idea of redeveloping this area but I'm worrried about parking restrictions coming into effect. 

198. Use: more over 3 times a week but don't do main shop there. 
A bigger area for Library, community centre - incorporating more space for childrens centre - maybe space for cafe, more space for courses, play 
area for children. 

199. Other Shops: better not bigger 

200. This is a very strong community and family focused area. We do not want a cinema or a student influx - it simply would not fit in with the 
society. 

201. Post Office to stay! 

202. Not sure student housing necessary. Decent space is needed for children of all ages. Cinema is not one of them! 

203. I don't use the library 

204. THe whole area needs a much needed update 

205. It is very important a library is included in the new development. I also feel the sheltered housing should stay. To move  older vulnerable 
people to profit from a redevelopment is CRUEL! 

206. parking? Is there enough? Traffic - how will this be controlled? 
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207. Sports Centre would be preferable to a cinema 

208. The new developments are of no benefit to locals and are just a money raising scheme for developers and others. 

209. Little bigger Library.  Would Students want to live here. I like the small privately owned shops & charity shops.  The lack of chain stores 
makes Botley individual 

210. Botley is Elms Parade do not destroy an iconic building. Definately no to student accom. 

211. Think of the local community they want their local businesses - keep Elms Parade 

212. Elms Parade has been in Botley for many years and should remain 

213. It would be nice if there is a small play area for kids if possible 

214. Community cafe and childrens play facilities needed. 

215. Any housing should have some type of open space e.g. a communal garden 

216. It would be preferable for a new development to have character buildings rather than a blank concrete building. Smaller shops better than 
big supermarket. 

217. I think and Asda or Sainsburys would be better in this area 

218. - nothing more than a good update of the precinct and the present plan, if absolutely necessary, of updating the library and Baptist church 

219. - community space 
 
Green space 
 
Human scale 

220. - I think a large supermarket and a hardware shop would be good and another hairdresser 

221. The current suite of services at Botley serves the area well. It could, of course, be improved but IT IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT that the 
baby is not thrown out with the bath water. 

222. - a health centre should be included in the plans. The present facilities will not cope with all the new dwellings being constructed 

223. - we need to keep our petrol station. This is vital for our community 

224. - West way centre does not need to be flattened. A renovation such as Abingdon precinct would be sufficient 

225. - I would like to know what would happen to the existing shops/flats while the development went ahead. Of they had to move, would they 
then come back or be replaced? We like what we have 

226. - this development would be a hideous mistake driven by green on the part of developers and the District Council. It would disrupt the lives 
of vulnerable people in Field House and the loss of small shops. Student accommodation is not needed. Brookes have many vacant rooms at 
Headington 

227. - No cinema 
No big supermarket 
Consider parking 

228. - Doric should think about its carbon footprint. Not keep knocking down good buildings 
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229. - Field House should be kept - essential local house 
Cinema - not a key issue 
Library - should be kept as it is and extra money given for staff 

230. - keep adequate free parking 

231. - the proposed new development is outrageous. It has reached this stage undemocratically and not been thought through. We don't want a 
cinema and least of all student accommodation. 

232. - what about Botley baptist church? This is an important part of any community, so where will we be? 
We must be in a prominent position 

233. - free parking, with as many spaces as at present, must be retained 

234. - Not a suitable area for student housing; space for this on campus. 
Cinema & supermarket would create traffic problems on Botley Road, and serious parking problems. 
Cruel to move sheltered housing tenants 

235. - Will anybody listen to our views? Is consultation genuine and will we be consulted at all stages of development? 
Thank you for organising this 

236. - I think the 'consultation' was not really a consultation. Very vague plans - what are we asked our opinion on?  No commitment to do 
anything with our comments 

237. - all this speculation is causing great concern to the residents of Field House 

238. - The area is well liked as it is, especially the small shops and supermarkets. All that is needed is some repainting and betetr lighting in the 
evenings 

239. - is the developer financially sound? If cinema, it must be put above shops 

240. - we need individual shops not the same as every other town. We need a community hall of a good size 

241. - Must be sufficient car parking. Waste of resources to knock existing down and build replacement. We don't want student accommodation 
when there are vacancies now at Westminster College 

242. - I think there is need for some uplift in the shops in Botley but small units are what is needed so there is a selection of shops but no need 
for additional supermarkets 

243. - I absolutely disagree with the idea of so much demolition - ie Field House. the rectory and how patronising to leave us the church and the 
bank! A rectory needs to be alongside the church anyway. 

244. - no students or cinema as each creates noise, rubbish, cars. This is a village community 

245. - keep our community nice and tight - avoid large development that would render Botleylike any other large shopping centre. It is a 
question of identity 

246. - I don't think there is any democratic mandate for this development and think that what we need is refurbishment and renovation of 
existing West Way centre. 

247. -plenty of free easy car parking is essential if Botley is to remain as a local shopping centre. No-one can do day to day shopping without 
easy parking 

248. - why upset Botley? 
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249. - I have lived in Botley for years and would like to see a swimming pool/sports centre for the residents. Westminster College is too far. I 
would also like to see more community space. A road so close is dangerous 

250. - Elms Parade has a good mix of useful shops and should stay 

251. I most strongly object to the proposed cinema, as UI do not want non-residents of the area visiting and making more traffic, when there is 
quite enough already. A large supermarket would kill off smaller shops so I object to that too. 

252. It is unrealistic to suppose that any commercial developer will opt to provide social housing for vulnerable people unless required to do so.  
The present facility is very effective and in good condition. 

253. I would expect any social housing provider to make appropriate plans for moving tenants out during a development. 

254. I'd like to see good shops and enough smaller units to have independent and local retailers. I know that the development is likely to need 
some larger lead tenants though to make it viable. Re supermarkets: I like Coop because of its ethical stance and values, and I would not want to 
see a big Tesco, Sainsburys, Asda etc. I'd be happy with Waitrose because the company is owned by its employees, not corporate shareholders, 
and the quality is good. 

255. The place could do with a facelift - but Elms Parade frontage should not be altered. 

256. We want to keep all the current good businesses intact. We like them and the area just needs tidying up NOT demolishing.What would 
happen to all the people they employ too. 
 
Doric have no concern for our community and goodness knows where they think we can all shop for the 2-3 years of their development. No 
concern for the welfare of the elderly residents at Field House. Moving vulnerable elderly people can shorten their lives. 
Doric have had so many incarnations and changes of names - their only 2 shopping developments are out of town ones - I do not trust them and I 
think they have gone bankrupt in the past. They insist on calling Botley a 'town centre' and have no concept of it being  a neighbourhood centre. 
I have just heard that the Co-op has put in an alternative plan which the shop keepers are in favour of. I would probably back a Co-op led design. 
They are not in it to make a vast packet of money and then leave. 

257. The elderly in Field House have lived in the area all their lives, it will be very difficult for them to move away from family and friends. 

258. I welcome the prospect of student accommodation and a broadened demographic for this area. The students housed in such 
accommodation would most likely be trainee teachers or nurses studying at Brookes. I would urge the community to welcome them and their 
contribution to the local economy. 
I would also like to see more discussion of the need to safeguard local wildlife in any future development, including retaining green corridors and 
ensuring that public spaces are green spaces. 

259. These single answer buttons make answering difficult, as no answer can be completely black or white. 
Existing sheltered housing should be retained, but if sub-standard needs to be up-graded without undue disturbance to occupants. If the area 
currently used by this housing is going to be taken into the main commercial area planned, this will radically change the nature of what is now West 
Way, which is predominantly residential, together with increase in 
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260. Concerned that: 
  individual retailers would be lost; 
  -there would be less retail units 
  -there are already adequate cinemas in Oxford, which is nearby; sometimes these additions end up being 'white elephants' and running at a loss; 
-the architectural design of buildings are often not tasteful and/or in keeping with the surrounding buildings and often spoil an area 

261. It is really important to maintain the Westway area as a centre for the local community and not as a destination for shoppers to arrive by 
car. Consistent with this is the need for independent shops runs by local traders, and not bland chain stores. The idea of a cinema in Botley is just 
bizarre. How is this for the local community? When did anyone ever walk to their local suburban cinema? 

262. Some shops are struggling so we need new ways to encourage more local people to use area including students.  NO MORE 
supermarkets. Co-op FANTASTIC!!!!!! 

263. There is no need for public open space within the West Way area, although it is a shame that VoWH chose not to agree to the provision of 
a skateboard area. There is little provision for youth in Botley.  A replacement library is essential, but not a bigger one. The Oxford Central library in 
Westgate offers plenty of material to borrow, and bulky books of reference need plenty of space. The Local History section there is sufficient for 
purpose and does not need replicating in Botley. The Story Time provision for small children and their parents at Botley is essential to foster a love 
of reading in the young. 
The Odeon Cinema in Oxford is less than 15 minutes bus ride away; it is a multiplex unit, offering 5 different films shown at the same time. There is 
no need to replicate one in Botley. A cinema in Botley would attract the lowest common denominator of activities, such as litter and excessive 
parking, late at night. 
Despite Doric's assurance that any student housing would preclude parking, have they considered where any visitors to the accommodation might 
park? Parents? Probably clogging up residental roads in the vicinity instead. 
Sheltered housing is for the vulnerable, who deserve the highest consideration. The trauma of moving home is bad enough for anyone, but any 
transition to lifestyle for the elderly has to be handled sensitively. There's no easy away to do this; being moved into temporary accommodation or 
living by a building site is the alternative. Neither seems to be a satisfactory solution. 

264. Doric keep talking about restaurants as if we haven't already got 3, which are all very good 

265. I don't believe that a new cinema is needed given the big one at the Kassam and also two in Oxford city centre and another in Jericho. 

266. West Way can never be more than a small district shopping centre.  Its success will depend on the variety of shops it provides, and that will 
be driven by size and cost of the units. 

267. The West Way and Elms Parade shopping centre is very run down and is in need of complete redevelopment. 

268. I am very excited about this development. This should benefit everybody! At the moment we have to drive far to go to a big supermarket or 
cinema but once this development is done, we will use Botley far more often! 

269. A cinema would be better situated on the Seacourt site where there is more space and parking. 

270. We need a garden centre/do it yourself facilities and petrol station. Cinema could be better on this side of the development . 

271. I would like a cinema ONLY if it is similar to size and style as the Jericho Phoenix.  I DO NOT want to see a large multiplex Vue style 
cinema or anything like the development in Cowley. 
We desperately need a coimmunity centre.  If Seacourt hall is demolshed then we must have a new similar hall to hire for teaching evening 
classes, birthday parties etc. 
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272. This area is an important part of the local community, providing necessary & valuable service to local residents far beyond the shopping, 
use of library, church, sheltered accommodation. This is a living thriving community & the current variety of shops, library etc serve us well. The 
area cannot cope with a massive redevelopment which would add to the horrendous Botley Road traffic problems. There is no need for a new 
cinema (from a cinema chain) since the current cinemas in the city are underused anyway.  

273. Who would be funding the student housing, and who would be funding the library and its staffing? 
This should be kept as a local shopping area not an inner city shopping mall, and should be developed with this in mind i.e. sympathetically and 
allowing for diversity of traders, including a Post Office and banks, and with a choice of supermarkets / freezer centres, cafes, restaurants, shoe 
shops, clothing stores, travel agents, estate agents, butchers, bakers, motor spares, newsagents, chemists, hairdressers etc. 

274. I am excited about the redevelopment. Currently we tend to drive to Sainsbury's and go in to town to do shopping as it is a nicer 
environment and there is more choice. But with a supermarket and other new facilities nearby we would walk/cycle to Botley instead. 

275. The residents of Field House should not be split up and sent to other areas. Student housing with a restriction on cars will not work, they 
will just park on side roads. 

276. Above all we do not wish this area to become busier, or for local people in sheltered accommodation to be squeezed out for commercial 
development. 

277. (i) The current road infrastructure is already poor; a new complex seeking to bring in more traffic will only make things worse 
(ii) the current complex has just about all we need- I don't believe anything more is required than a little 'tidying up' 
(iii) given the estimated time the redevelopment will take, is it worth the harassment? I don't believe so. 

278. The shopping centre could be smartened up--as is beginning to happen now. More independent shops would be nice, and I fear that a 
major development would push up the cost of rents which only large chains would be able to support. The shopping centre works as a focus for the 
community and I would not wish to see it transformed into an edge-of-town shopping centre that would attract people to visit via the ring road. 

279. There is limited housing on this site now and I would not want to see more. The sheltered housing should be left untouched so that the 
people who live there are not affected. 

280. As oxford is completely saturated with student housing this isn't necessary at all. Oxford brookes has recently been in the press saying 
their new student housing is empty due to the price rises in student fees. We also have no need for a cinema the kassam stadium is only 5 minutes 
away and oxford centre 10 minutes by bus. We are a small community and want small local shops, not to become a mass supermarket and a part 
of the Botley road big shops, all we need is a face lift.. I also think it is absolutely absurd that you want the local businesses to shut for 12 months 
whilst the redevelopment happens. 

281. The area needs a good playground for Children of 4-14 yrs.   
The area needs a much bigger community hall and/or theatre for music, drama, dance, parties, receptions, gala dinners etc etc. 

282. Re 10. Restaurants should be bigger and better only if they are independent and not chains. No multinationals! 

283. Redevelop land of Baptist Church 
NHS facilities 

284. it seems to me that this development is a screen for student acomodation hence the prposal for biger librey , ciama, biger shops .we have 
enught student acoidation tyare already 

285. It is no accident that the existing facilities are as they are - they were developed to be suited to their location. 
Why change for something worse? 
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286. The buildings that are being phased out are about 20 ("Field House") to 40 (Sea court hall) years old. It is likely that their replacement will 
have the same life span. Buildings that are destined to be replaced within 30 years should be designed with recycling their material in mind. 
High buildings do not integrate well in the area. Please keep the height reasonable. 

287. I do think that redevolpment is a positive thing and, if done in a way that brings a cleaner, brighter, and community friendly environment to 
the area it will be a success. A single large supermarket and a cinema will surely only increase taffic levels and not necessariliy give the community 
the amenities required. I'd have thought that the Habitat/Allied Carpets/Homebase site would make much more sense for a large supermarket with 
acces directly off the Botley interchange? 

288. Important to keep the Co-Op.  The welfare of those in sheltered housing must be a priority. 

289. the public space and car parking facilities should be level with better drainage - the current slope is terribly dangerous in inclement weather 
and you need to be super human to push shopping trolleys in all these areas - perhaps the public space in the centre should be covered. 

290. I am shocked that the Vale is allowing our community's future to lie in the hands of private developers who naturally have their profit 
margins as their main consideration. This could be such a good opportunity. Thank you for taking up the challenge.  
Also a room in the library that would make a film club possible would be great - I think that the Abingdon Guildhall redevelopment will allow this 
there. 

291. I am very strongly opposed to a cinema, we do not need one in this area. There is a multiplex at the Kassam, if they build another on here 
we face the prospect of becoming as soulless an area as that surrounding the Kassam, and having huge problems with traffic and parking. There 
are also all the cinemas in town, an easy bus ride away. This is so ridiculous and inappropriate an idea Doric's only motivation must be to sell this 
to make more money!  
We do not need any more student housing, there is sufficient.  
With an ever-aging population more age-related housing could be added. However, the current buildings do not need replacing, further, it would be 
unfair to disrupt the present residents. 

292. Lets make the area safe and welcoming for hard working and tax paying local residents. Let's not make it a hangout space for local drop 
outs, homeless people and bored, mindless teenagers. Keep the surveys and canvassing of opinion coming and target all members of the 
community. Thanks and good luck! 

293. I have concerns about Field House and feel very strongly that if it does have to be changed that it should be in the same area so that 
residents are in familiar surroundings and close to all the amenities they need, as they are now. It's important to keep disruption for these residents 
to a very minimum if there really has to be any disruption at all. 

294. local people need local sheltered accommodation, with aging population more is needed not demolishing and replaced with less 
flats/bungalows.  More student accommodation not required - there are over 250 spare beds at Oxford Brookes Westminster at present.  Every 
student has a car and will need parking, side streets will be used.  Botley doesn't need to be the overspill area to Oxford University.  Family houses 
should be retained not demolished for flats.  Cinema not necessary, several around - centre of Oxford, suburbs of Oxford, Cowley, Witney - ample.  
With DVDs readily available not required. 

295. Brooks university  are having difficulty filling the halls of residents in Headington, there is a dedicated bus service between the sites use 
these without blighting this area with more, far to many houses have been lost for families, this changes the whole ethos of the community and 
changes the community spirit 

296. I hope rents allow the charity shops to stay. I'd rather a development of a medium size retaining character and a sense of locality than 
something impersonal requiring an enormous car park. 
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297. Would love to have a younger feel where you feel like you can go meet someone for a coffee. Right now I always go into city centre or 
summertown because the shops are so poor. 

298. Botley is good, you can get everything you need quickly, better restaurants and a cinema would boost trade but it doesn't need to be much 
more than current. 

299. Regarding a supermarket, my only concern with a really big one here is that it may cause traffic preventing us from leaving Botley quickly 
on a weekend. This must be considered in any plans. 

300. I'm told we have surplus student accomodation in oxford with empty space in some older or existing accomodation. therefore i don't see 
the need to build more. 

301. The current development is past its best - other areas in Oxfordshire have benefited for redevelopment by bring back to life a tired sad 
looking area. 

302. What about car parking? What about the huge concerns about residents in Field House losing their homes and being moved elsewhere, 
even if temporary. 

303. There are no clothes shops. 

304. A cinema could be nice as long as it is not too big - a similar size as the Phoenix cinema on Walton Street would be good. (I never go to 
the cinema in town because travel and parking are a hassle, but I would be more likely to go to one that I could walk to. Would also like this for my 
kids as they get older, rather than taking buses into town at night.) In general I don't like ANY kind of housing on a community / social / business 
development, student or otherwise. However I think we should take care of our elderly residents and so want to see careful provision for FIeld 
House residents (either leaving it alone, or making sure that any new housing is done well and in good time to minimize the distress of moving). 

305. A lot of children in the area - facilities for outdoor play would be appreciated.. and green space 

306. It will be important not to over-develop the area. Some additions/redevelopments will be useful but it should be evolutionary not complete 
replacement, and the character of Elms Parade should be retained 

307. Redevelopment definitely needed, whole area looks run-down, neglected, dirty, dreary, depressing, not conducive to good morale; I do not 
enjoy using it for these reasons; plenty of space to provide good shops and facilities, with attractive central space for cafe which could become a 
lovelycommunity focus that attracts locals to use it. 

308. The Vale of the White Horse Local Plan says that 22% of its population is over 65, and rising; and that the number of over 75s is also 
rising. Why student housing then? Public space: how about a skatepark? Any housing should have non-car ownership as part of the tenancy 
agreement. How about some 'green/eco' initiatives: high energy efficiency rating for all new buildings, solar panels, reusing rainwater. 

309. I would be opposed to a large supermarket as there are several of those in the area already and they would spoil the community feel of the 
place and increase traffic 

310. I would like to see other leisure facilities eg a gym or a pool. WE DO NOT NEED A CINEMA! 
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311. It is not clear who the student housing is for. Is it just a generic term for cheap rooms in a block? The 2 universities build their own 
accommodation and student numbers are generally falling. 
 
Please - no supermarket 'giant' and no coffee/restaurant chains and fast food outlets. The Co-op is the right size, knows its customers and helps 
the older ones in a way that a giant just wouldn't/couldn't. And it's possible Waitrose may move in to Botley Road anyway. 
Good community facilities (hall, rooms, etc.) are essential for our community, and it would be a huge bonus if community activities could all happen 
in one area, but they must be at an affordable rent for groups to use. 
Cinema, giant supermarket, etc. could all be over the road at the Seacourt development, if they have to be anywhere in this area. We also need a 
petrol station. Any chance the two developers could work together?  
No multi-storey or underground parking, please. Above ground, short-term 'shopper' parking is what is needed. 
Thought must be given to the general effect this whole development might have on encouraging unsocial activities, especially in the evenings/at 
night. 

312. It is time for a new redevelopment in order to modernise the complex but making it with more space and a number of shops and cafes 
useful for the local community ie the place needs to be modernised with a bigger car park 

313. How is the character of a place created, I wonder?  I like going into the Elms Parade shops because there is a sense of character about 
them.  The shops behind them, in their very dreary, unloved setting, are quite uninspiring.  Here is an opportunity for a much-needed injection of 
architectural excitement and, perhaps, some public art. 

314. The current shopping facilities are hideously ugly and should be demolished. And it is essential to ensure that whatever replaces them is 
attractive (not concrete which looks awful after a year or two), has a feeling of space and is not out-of-scale to the area. Can we also please ensure 
we do not have an Iceland in the new shopping centre? 

315. given the redevelopment of the Seacourt site and the Halfords'MFI site increased traffic is a big issue which is largely being glossed over. 
Why do we need any more student accommodation when plenty of it is already lying empty inOxford - see recent reports in Ox times 

316. Redelopment is needed but the area should remain as a community-oriented space serving the local area 

317. The existing offices were useful in providing customers for the restaurants and shops, and I think that they should be replaced. To me it is 
of paramount importance that the replacement buildings are of good quality and design, built to last and as sustainable as possible in terms of 
energy. The new shopping centre should be provided in tandem with the Seacourt Retail Park - I would be happy for that to have plenty of shops, a 
cinema, etc, thus allowing West Way to continue on the same modest scale as at present, but with better buildings and access. If Seacourt had the 
big chains, perhaps we could have the local small shops, plus a library and a community centre, perhaps also incorporating a small arts centre with 
a stage and exhibition space. We do need a local petrol station - perhaps it could be re-sited where it used to be, between Stevens Garnier and the 
A34 flyover. The tanks are still there under the ground. 

318. It would do no harm to update Botley as hopefully this will encourage a younger generation to move in as the age profile is certainly at the 
higher end at the moment. I would like my children to be able to stay in or around Botley but the prices of housing and rental I fear will inevitably 
mean they have to move away. 
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319. I feel that overall, a facelift and general improvement to the area would be sufficient.  It doesn't necessarily need a major new construction.  
I would be strongly in favour of any development remaining based around outdoor space, I definitely wouldn't want an indoor shopping mall of any 
kind.  For example compare what has been done to the precinct in Abingdon - they have made it look a lot smarter with relatively little disruption to 
the businesses there.  I definitely do not want to see a larger supermarket and I would keen that the one we do have stays as a co-op.  To me it is 
important that I am able to shop in a supermarket that is co-operative and supports the local community.  I am keen that small independent 
retailers are able to survive and existing businesses supported to be able to remain. 
 
I would like to see evidence that we need a cinema - there are plenty of others nearby accessible by both road and public transport, but I wouldn't 
object strongly to this.  I would like to see parking remain free and easily accessible. It is important to bear in mind that parents dropping off 
children at school use the car parks at the shops as Elms Road is too small and can get congested.  If the parking becomes more difficult or further 
from the school, it is likely that more parents would try to use Elms Road (which they are currently asked not to) and it could become more 
dangerous for those of us that walk our children to school. 

320. More small independent shops would be good.  If the petrol station goes over the road would certainly like to see something replace it. It's 
a shame this box doesn't,t make it clear that this is the main space for comments.  Usually any other comments will be on the last page and not 
everyone might realise that you can go back a page to add something. 

321. There is obviously room for improvement, but this development shows a serious failure to understand the nature of the area, and the ways 
in which the existing amenities suit the people that use it. Plenty of room for improvement, but it would be unforgivable to try to a wholly new 
environment where it isn't wanted. 

322. There is a fundamental choice between a place that provides resources for the local area, which is what we have now, and something 
bigger that is intended to draw in a wider range of customers. That would have to be the case to make the development viable, but would add to 
traffic and congestion, reduce the viability of small local shops elsewhere, and detract from the quality of life in Botley and Cumnor. I am also 
concerned about the environmental sustainability of the proposal, which depends upon increased traffic and increased commerce.  
 
The West Way precinct is dilapidated and unattractive, but it also houses some small local shops that are a part of the community. It would be a 
huge mistake to pull it down and replace it with yet another set of generic shops and services. We need local character and responsiveness, not 
cloned homogeneity. 

323. I would like to keep co-op as it is an ethical supermarket unlike other retailers 

324. Why only student housing and not regular flats/apartments. 

325. The existing effect of west way centre is reasonably self contained from the surrounding area. 
I would not support any development that changes this and becomes a dominating feature overpowering the area and destroying the current 
amenities of the area. 

326. We don't need bigger and better shops otherwise the City Centre will lose our trade.  There is never any mention of a new Healh Centre in 
these plans - something that is sorely needed and would be in the centre of the community with plenty of parking.  A roof over the present shops 
would create a warmer and cosier atmosphere with perhaps a community cafe for the elderly to meet up every day for warm, cheap food and 
company. 

327. A bigger family friendly open space (incl small playground, benches, etc) would be desirable. Any open space should be open air. A 
smaller single or double screen cinema which could be used by the local community for theatre, concerts, etc would be useful. A multiplex cinema 
is not needed in Botley. 
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328. Is student housing needed? Brookes currently has lots of empty rooms in halls. I dont want to lose our local, friendly, ethical coop. I think 
large scale development eg large supermarket, cinema would be ok at the Homebase site, not at the West way/Elms parade area. It is totally 
unsuited and threatens  the community feel to the area. I never go there without meeting someone I know. I love the small shops especially the 
independent ones. There is everything I need there on foot/bike or car for bigger food shop - banks, post office, library, butcher, deli, newsagent, 
charity shops, chemist and coop. Please don't let greedy developers ruin it with huge ugly buildings and a big supermarket. 

329. I think that the Coop is excellent - we go there especially because it is more ethical than the other major supermarkets.  I would REALLY 
like to see that retained as part of the new development.  It is the only thing that I really care about in terms of the new development. 

330. More diversified shops please, who needs 2 funeral parlours next to one an other! 
For example, bookshop, hardware shop, 

331. A cinema like the Phoenix in Jericho would be fine but please no multiplex. Public spaces should be open air and NOT roofed over: we 
want streets and shops but not a shopping mall. 

332. I am against a cinema as we live so closely to Oxford and a short bus ride from any entertainment,,a cinema would clog up parking 
etcPlease think about something for teenagers!! 

333. 1. No petrol station. this will be ugly, dirty and create more traffic. 
2.  The redevelopment should be mainly an upgrading to make the present run-down precinct better - not a major change with cheap and flimsy 
poor architecture and dominated by big chains. 

334. Doric have built previous areas in London which are faceless and soulless.  Botley still has a community feel and is easy to access by foot, 
bus and bike.  Parking and traffic in the area is already blighted by Botley Road traffic build ups.  Keep small independant retailers, low/free parking 
and people will come.  Erase this and create what you can go and find anywhere lcoally ie Abingdon, Cowley and give us the same retail shops, 
then what is the point? Botley is not 24/7 and this reflects in how safe it is and quiet it is at night.  Botley is a community of old, young, families and 
singles which mix well and one sector does not overdominate another.  We need to keep the Green Space, especially the large trees to maintain a 
good looking and viable shopping area not a faceless large retail park. 

335. In addition to Q9 I would like MORE shops but not necessarily bigger shops. More variety of small shops is my preference 

336. Too bad that better and bigger are associated in your questions. Better use can certainly be made of the existing public space without 
necessarily expanding it. 

337. Re. Q 15 - the exisitng sheltered housing would be fine to keep.  Obviously Doric want the site to make all sorts of other things possible 
(?compulsory purchases etc.).  The older people should not be hassled into moving anywhere in my view. 

338. The Co-op should stay, rather than a larger supermarket. It provides a good range of products, and its sourcing policy is right for a local 
supermarket. 

339. Any major ventures such as cinema which will attract more traffic w b better located on the Seacourt site. Not in favour of generating more 
traffic or likely parking areas attracting all day parking on the West Way. Don't want clone of facilities already available nearby by bus or bike. Keep 
character but update/ refresh. 

340. A cinema doesn't seem in keeping with the area. The O2 is horrible and we would not like something similar on our doorstep. 

341. This should be coordinated with the Seacourt redevelopment.  A redevelopment like that in Abingdon would be very welcome.  A useful 
(multi-purpose) hall is needed.  They should look at Eynsham Village hall. 

342. Student housing for Brooks should be built on their land,not bringing their problems from Oxford and Harcourt Hill to Botley. 
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343. I find it appalling that Doric wish to move our elderly out their homes.  At the latter stages of peoples' lives this is extremely unsettling and 
will cause much upset (and possibly shorten lives).  We should not treat our old folk in this way.  Botley is too far out for students of Oxford 
University,as the life of an Oxford University student revolves around college and their contribution to the community would be nil.  As to why 
anyone should think we need a cinema, words fail me.  We have sufficient within a short bus ride (or even walk if you are able - I can!) in the City 
Centre or by car to Vue Cinema.  Botley should not and must not become a destination, as Doric hope, we do not have the road network to cope 
with all the additional traffic that would certainly come with all these extra shops and cinema - the traffic is bad enough now.  If Morrisons was 
installed, people would come from far and wide to visit, as the nearest one is in Banbury.  Doric claim to be consulting, but my impression from the 
presentation in the Seacourt Hall was it was just an exercise to say "yes, we consulted".  I certainly didn't get the impression they were listening.  
One representative even told my husband that there was no point in continuing the conversation when my husband told him he didn't like what was 
planned for West Way - he (Doric representative) just didn't want to hear any negatives.  I was not impressed.  Please note, my husband had 
barely started to talk with him when he (Doric rep) said this (my husband was not agressive or argumentative, he just wanted to put his viewpoint 
across). 

344. For the proposed development to be successful in commercial terms it will have to become a destination for people from outside of Botley.  
That will mean substantially increased traffic.  There is already a bottleneck at the junction between West Way and the A34.  It could mean 
residents can't get out of their houses on Saturdays.  Is that what we really want?  It would be far better to restore and improve the existing shops 
at much lower cost.  There would then be no need to attract in a large supermarket and cinema to make the area pay. 

345. Cinema should be a small one in keeping with the small community 

346. My main concern is that any development should improve the area, not just add ugly buildings to it (Kidlington High St is an example of 
what I would consider ugly development). Please retain the old character of the existing buildings (espec. the facade). It fits with the 1950s houses 
typical in the Botley Rd and Cumnor Hill area. Don't turn it into a toy town! 

347. it is important to keep the area relevant to local people. 
a large supermarket or large cinema will draw in people from farther away, in cars who have no interest in the area. I think that introducing some 
student accommodation and providing opportunities for local business could boost the areas shopping and recreational potential. 

348. Of course, more open space would always be nice - but it's hard to see where this could be given Doric's apparent plans 

349. The facilities at Botley are adequate for the residents round and about the area. We do not want an out of town shopping area but that 
which suits the needs of local people. Any development must ensure that the occupiers/ shops can still trade whilst being re-developed. A cinema 
is not needed in Botley as Oxford is easy to get to by public transport. 

350. It's crazy to have to consider this development without considering it in the context of the Seacourt site too - the Council (Vale) should 
insist on co-ordinated plans e.g. the cinema idea might be better at Seacourt. Also, at present the shopping centre though it needs refurbishing 
(e.g. a roof?) is pretty adequate for the needs of the current numbers of local residents. To the extent that the Tesco supermarket is hardly used by 
anyone as the Co-Op and Iceland are enough. So plans to expend big stores etc seem to be aimed more at attracting in visitors from far away than 
meeting even the future needs of the (larger) local population; are they realistic? if they succeed will they cause big traffic problems (cf. with the 
Seacourt development above)? will they spoil the character of the area which has a strong community content (library, small shops, church, 
community hall) by turning it into a mega-mall or a Bicester Village? 

351. Another concern of mine is the mature trees, would hate to see them go. 
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352. The main benefit of the current Botley shopping area is that it provides a range of shops and services (eg bank, hairdresser, optician, 
Indian restaurant, even charity shops) that would otherwise require local people to go into Oxford. Any perceived convenience from having a new 
large supermarket (so you don't have to drive to an out-of-town supermarket) would be more than outweighed by the much greater inconvenience 
of having to go into Oxford (where it is difficult/expensive to park) for the shops and services that would disappear in the new development.  Also, if 
the existing petrol station at Seacourt Tower disappears, I would choose to go to an out-of-town supermarket (eg Tesco at Marcham) rather than 
one in Botley anyway because I would need to get petrol at the same time. There is no local demand for a cinema or student accommodation. It 
would be good to rebuild/refurbish the units in The Square but keep a similar small-scale layout (eg like Bicester Village). Replacing the existing 
small units with fewer and larger units would mean that the existing individual traders would not be able to afford them - established chains will 
move in. I also like the range of individual restaurants/cafes/takeaways currently available in Botley and would not want them to be replaced by fast 
food outlets (such as Pizza Express, Kentucky Fried Chicken etc) servicing the anticipated cinema and student trade. The free parking in Botley is 
also very convenient and much appreciated. 

353. The only extra we need is a petrol station.  Otherwise just some redecoration and tidying up is all that is needed.  Keep Doric out, just there 
to make a profit and not serving local needs. 

354. Student housing is not needed. There is far too much in Oxford which is empty.Field House should be retained as it was built to provide 
housingf for elderly residents in Botley. 

355. The Doric proposals show student accommodation fronting West Way which is an absurd idea as it will hide the shopping centre from 
passers by, depriving it of passing trade which is vital in order to enable shops to have enough trade to continue in business. 
There would also be no parking at the front, which is  currently extensively used by people using the shop units at Elms Parade, further depriving 
the shops of business. 
The design looked as though it had been thought up by people wanting to close the shopping centre down! 
I am strongly opposed to a cinema being provided. It will be difficult enough making room for all of the uses which need to be located there without 
making provision for uses which do not need to be there. 

356. I really feel that we should get across to the developers that this is a real community and a mix of mainly small shops, businesses and 
restaurants is essential but also to include better open spaces and improve facilities. A new, bigger, improved library, medical centre and 
community hall are also a must in my view. 
 
I am against a large supermarket and cinema as this would turn it into a destination and we are well served with both within a couple of miles 
although a small cinema incorporated into a decent community hall/centre may be an option. Not keen on student housing but facilities for the older 
residents must at least be maintained, preferably improved. 
 
I am quite positive about this development but nervous that they get it right - our views must be listened too! 

357. Small scale cinema, 1 to 3 screen maybe at most. 
No student houses, we don't want to become a new Headington. must have parking and public toilets, library and community center - what about a 
center the size of Botley road near the alottments? It could accommodate a library, hall, and other rooms for community use. 
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358. It is important that something is done to improve the attractiveness of the area.   
It is also  important to have small low cost retail units to encourage local entrepreneurs. 
A cinema will bring in people to restaurants in the way it does at the Kassam Stadium. 
We do need to make it an attractive area to visit. 
Elms Parade looks brilliant now its been painted.  Its a pity it took so long. Elms Parade should be kept as is if possible. Someone should get it 
listed..... 

359. Please dont allow doric to build cinema hall and student accomadation. I prefer to see one big supermarket instead of three supermarkets. 

360. Cinema is crazy idea - not needed (plenty of others locally) and will just generate more, unwelcome, traffic.   
Whatever happens there MUST be adequate and FREE parking for access to the shops.  Must also stop people using as a place to commute into 
centre of Oxford. 

361. This are needs to be kept relatively small and functional. I dont like the idea of increasing traffic or car parks to the area. I like the idea of a 
cinema but perhaps at other locations that are now available - by Homebase or where MFI was. Also another Cafe and function, public building for 
events and or classes. I would alos like to see more trees and greenary. 
Also good drainage needs to be considered as there have been problems with sewage by the bridge. 

362. Regarding student housing, surely low cost housing for the general population would be a better idea.  Any cinema would prove to be a 
dead loss financially and is a waste of space. A wider range of shops instead would be more useful for the local shopper. 

363. I feel that a open public space would be neglected and quickly become shabby. If there is one the developer should be held responsible for 
its upkeep. 

364. Why on earth would we want a cinema on our doorstep!  We can easily go into town or round to the Vue. They are talking about 
underground carparking, great place for youngsters to mess around! I guess free car parking is out of the question as well. And what about student 
cars, where would they park even if the developers say they wouldnt have cars, I wouldn't be at all surprised if some of them did have cars!! 
 
We would like an unpdated, more modern looking area with a variety of shops, eateries, library, community centre for our area please. 

365. Having fought for our library twice in recent years, I would like a guarantee from doric that the new library will have a permanent, dedicated 
space- not just a corner of a community centre. 

366. I think we could do with a greater diversity of small shops - and possibly more of them - but the lumping together of "bigger" with "better" in 
the wording of your questionnaire is a problem, since I don't want *bigger* shops; I want a good variety of small, local, independent shops.  
I don't support large blocks of student housing in this residential area as I think such large blocks should be on University campuses/land; Oxford 
Brookes has just developed large housing blocks on its Harcourt Hill campus, and if they need more student accomodation they should be allowed 
to increase the numbers they have on Harcourt Hill campus, not have large concentrations of students elsewhere in a relatively quiet, residential 
family area where late-night noise and additional car parking will pose problems. 

367. It is a shame that there are a lot of empty units and buildings which are not at present used. A sports shop would be beneficial and possibly 
a school uniform supplier too. I think the shops as they stand could be updated without having to demolish them and start again. Town is only a 
walk, bike or bus ride away for larger shops and cinemas. I want to keep Elms parade our community shopping area. Buildings next to the library 
and behind and above tesco could be better used, demolished and flats built possibly? Open space / garden for play park and rest would be a 
great advantage to the flat residents and shoppers. 
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368. New doctors'  and dentists' surgeries desperately needed due to increase of inhabitants.  Larger schools also needed due to influx from 
new homes/flats and future developments.  Infra structure [roads, parking, health services, petrol station, nursery school, sewage system - 
currently already desperately inadequate and overflowing] needs further consideration. 

369. We need a swimming pool on this side of Oxford 

370. Botley badly needs a decent shopping area. 
Is it fair that people who can not travel far should not have access to the lower prices and greater choice that a large supermarket would bring? 
A cinema would be lovely and I would use it. How viable it would be is questionable. 
A good choice of restaurants would also keep the precinct alive in the evenings. 
Multi-level parking coudl be used to maximise space. 
Let us focus on what the development would bring to the long-term future of Botley NOT what the short-term implications will be. A year or so of 
inconvenience will soon be forgotten when we have much improved facilities. Remember, this is for our children and their children and it's a golden 
opportunity to get it right. Let's say what we would really like and not what we think is quaint at the moment. 

371. There needs to somewhere for the young to hand out. Merthyr Tydfil has a skate park in the leisure park and it keeps the young people out 
of trouble and from causing problems to others. This problem should be addressed first.  
The work also needs to be phased to allow business to remain open during the work.  
There is no need for a cinema in this area. 

372. Supermarket is key - it could be a bit bigger but not huge and retaining the Co-op would be my preference.  I like the current range of 
shops and facilities - bigger post office would be good!  Cinema is totally unnecessary and would surely need more parking than land is available.  
Folk in Field House should experience as little disturbance as is humanly possible.  How about more central GP facilities or family centre?  We 
don't need clothes shops or chain stores.  Whatever happens make sure the parking is sufficient and safe - it's a nightmare down there at certain 
times. 

373. The public exhibition previously carried out was so very vague that the developers could follow up with almost anything they wished having 
achieved the general approval of the citizens the "some sort of development" is needed. 

374. Adequate parking is necessary for a redevelopment 

375. One of my concerns is that the independent shopkeepers should not lose their livelihoods - this is not the way community life should be 
heading.  Also, if the current line of shops facing West Way could be renovated, they could be very attractive and part of the positive feature of the 
entire new development.  Another concern of my children is that if the cinema is one that has only a number of  small screens, they will not be 
interested in going to it.  Plus, if there's any suggestion of choice between cinema or library, we definitely want to keep the library. 
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376. It seems absurd to build a cinema at Botley. There are 3 cinemas in Oxford City centre, 1 mile away, an independent cinema near St 
Clements and a multiplex near Littlemore. Students at Brookes or Oxford can easily get to these cinemas, and I can't see what a sixth cinema in 
Hinksey and Botley would add. It seems likely that the cinema would be used by a few students at most and the WestWay area would end up 
underused by the community, and by students and becoming a deserted and neglected area. There are so many other uses of land that would be 
better for the community, or could be appreciated by local people and students. Keeping the shops and library and letting these businesses 
develop long-term plans knowing their tenancy is safe would be one thought. Alternatively, a small park, or a community centre or a green gym are 
others. I am concerned that the views of local families are being ignored by Doric who seem set on developing the area to bring in students and 
services like cinemas that they think students would want. Doric only need look at the use of the shops in Westway and Elms Parade and the 
demographic of the shoppers to see that a cinema will alienate most of the local community in this lovely neighbourhood; there is no other focal 
area. Finally, in this economic climate we should be supporting local businesses and communities not tearing them apart. 

377. More students would be ok but we need to improve public transport/roads to Botley if we are going to have many more people living in this 
area? 

378. parking is bad at times on the estate, any developments parking would have to be free or risk completley binding up all of the roads eg 
arthray road. 

379. The shopping centre is tired, unlovely, underused often deserted and Iceland, Tesco, the Coop and other chains  are not my idea of 
genuine local shops. It perplexes me that at a time when investment is so hard to find, the immediate reaction of some people to the prospect of a 
rejuvenated, prosperous centre with better shops, a cinema and so on, is to find something to complain about. So much negativity, no wonder this 
country is in decline.  If I were Doric I'd take my money and invest in some town which actually welcomed new life and leave Botley to sink slowly 
into the squalid neglect which seems to be local peoples idea of a good time 

380. Cinema is a nonsense - we already have easy access to good cinemas in Oxford, including two independents! 
No more supermarkets please! We have too many already. Leave Elms Parade alone! I personally can't see any need for redevelopment at all.  
What about skate park and improved library? 

381. Any new development should consider younger people's recreational needs more as it is a building project for the future ....saying that a 
place where older people are looked after and have something to do should also be considered. Housing for students and people on benefits 
should not be considered as there is enough of this already in this area. 

382. The survey is poorly framed. Eg instead of bigger and better shops it should have separated these or said bigger and/or better. In most 
cases i would agree to better (whatever that means) but not to bigger versions. 

383. Doric's consultation was a sham I suspect they intend to impose a large Tescos on the site and worthless student accommodation. 

384. The financial value of the land lies in the potential for a major supermarket as a key store.  I suspect that decision (to have a major 
supermarket) is non-negotiable. 

385. It would be good If Doric could look at amenities for youth e.g the current campaign for a skate park 

386. I do not like the idea of ANY student housing. 
The sheltered housing should be retained, there is no reasonable reason to demolish or replace it. 

387. I attended the Doric public meeting and was dissatisfied with the answers I received to my questions. Doric remained evasive and vague 
and used a lot of 'sales talk'. They did not seem to take community concerns seriously. The whole event seemed more a pretense and they seem 
to have set their minds already on what they want. 

388. The questions as to whether we need new bigger and better things really depend upon what kind of things is meant. Please be more 
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specific. 

389. I REALLY dont think we should have student accommodation in the are. It will totally change the feel of this area. Put more student 
accommodation near Brookes or on that side of Oxford. 

390. Field House should be retained, and the development should not encroach on that area.  A multi screen cinema seems silly.  It my be 
mentioned to hope will say "yes" to plans that are not so ridiculous.  This isn't the place for student housing. 

391. Elderly people suffer more than others if they are removed from familiar surroundings, especially if not through their own choice.Although 
redevelopment of the area would be welcome in parts, a sense of proportion would guide us to keep Field House as it is. 
We must also keep hold of the feeling of this commercial area as a centre for our local community, rather than some clone of anywheresville. 

392. With regards to student housing, is there really a need for it . In the Oxford Times 28 March 2013 there was an article stating that there are 
about 250 vacant rooms in Brookes University's halls of residences and as a result 40 non-academic jobs are at risk. With student numbers 
expected to fall it's quite likely the accommodation will not be needed. 

393. Brookes is building massively = many more students in Botley. Many houses have already been converted into bedsits. This changes the 
community of Botley. More cars clog up residential streets. 

394. I do not see any reason to extend the redevelopment to Field House at all.  No one seems to give an argument for this apart from land grab 
to the detriment and disturbance of people's lives. 
There is no reason to have a cinema here, especially as it is likely to disrupt the community with the associated traffic and add-ons.  This was 
supposed to be about redebloping a community, not hijacking a community for commercial gain. 

395. this area needs appropriate scale development to meet local needs not developers needs or Vale of White Horse 

396. I am a retired chartered surveyor with some planning and commercial experience. I look at these redevelopment proposals as a chance to 
better the local environment, but not at the expense of the local community. We are not 'up for grabs' to all and sundry. 

397. I am a retired university and former local government and education administrator, with data entry experience and interviewing skills. The 
local community needs to be engaged directly in plans for this development, even more than they appear to be already. Everyone I have spoken to 
about this locally is against the provision of a large supermarket and a cinema, particularly from the traffic generation point of view. Does the VoWH 
really see Botley as a 'hub'? Oxford City Council has been doing all it can for years to encourage people to abandon their cars and use public 
transport. A development of the size Doric is proposing will mean an enormous carbon footprint that is totally unjustified in the current climate. 

398. I am against demolishing Home Base, should be replaced with similar & gardening products. We also need the Petrol station. Cinema (if 
any) would be better in this area. 

399. I sometimes like to shop in Botley as an alternative to going into the City 

400. I have just signed a one year lease and spent a substantial sum in setting up a new home in Field House. I would not accept anything less 
that I currently have. 

401. I am deeply concerned that Doric will put its desire for profits above the needs of the local community, and that the Council will let it! 

402. COMMENTS ON ELMS PARADE QUESTION 

403. Most valuable to me - Brock Butchers 

404. Importants to maintain some of the current businesses, particularly Brock Butchers, Pets-on-Parade & Barber 

405. I feel strongly that the listed part of the shopping precinct (the front) should be kept as it is part of the character of the area. 
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406. They should "blend" 

407. Improved facilities, a cinema, for instance, could increase the burden of traffic and parking on local residents. Do we really need extra 
facilities so close to the city? We have a good bus service. 

408. Local shops for local people - in-out   - no messing 

409. Must keep small independent retailers 

410. Look and feel needs modernising. I don't support it being student accomidation! Shop yes, accommodation no! 

411. The original shop fronts should certainly be preserved - the rest could go... 

412. Complex, we don't want and "out of town" park. 

413. What is Elms Parade? If it is the shops at the front then I'm mixed. They could do with sprucing up but they have a cute "main street" feel 
too. 

414. Retain heritage features (ie clock) and ensure existing shopkeepers have an equivalent unit somewhere in the new development. 

415. chose based on comment: Retain heritage fetures (ie clock) and ensure existing shopkeepers have an equivalent unit somewhere in new 
development. 

416. But existing businesses esp butcher should be offered 1st refusal on new affordable premises. 

417. Rents should not go up - we need these smaller shops 

418. A hardware and electrical shop. 

419. Rebuilding would mean higher costs and it's important that the butcher can afford rent. 

420. They are nice but great new architecture is nicer and we need better quality shops and restaurants 

421. Part of history of the area 

422. I lived Botley and Arthray for long time. 

423. The structure MUST stay, but SERIOUS remodeling of the premises should be undertaken. 

424. Provided we get a good architect to design a significant development 

425. I don't feel any particular attachment to the buildings themselves, but space for the existing retailers should be part of the new 
development. I would welcome additional space for small independent retailers also. 

426. are to be kept as it is at the moment and not No touched at all 

427. Those shops on Elms Parade should be relocated at reasonable rates 

428. Existing shops are very friendly, also many current shops would probably not afford any higher rentals. 

429. Elms Parade shops should stay 

430. Can see no reason to change the shops on Elms Parade. Their demolition would ruin the look of our Botley shopping area. 

431. Elms Parade IS Botley. I don't think that the Howse family should sell. 

432. Buildings should stay but be revamped. 

433. No response above but comment: I have seen no plans for Elms Parade shops - good car parking is essential. 

434. Facelift 

435. Leave everything as it is 
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436. Would prefer to lose Tesco but keep Co-op 

437. Elms Parade shops: - it would be a great pity to demolish such a recognized part of Botley! 

438. I think the wishes and views of the current owners and shopkeepers should make the decision 

439. Keep Elms Parade and make an entrance to the mall under the clock 

440. The original Elms Parade shops are structurally sound (I believe) Where is the money coming from for all these 

441. This is a way of guaranteeing a number of small units 

442. These shops could become a gateway to the newer facilities as they are a landmark in Botley 

443. Elms Parade is integral part of Botley history. 

444. These are adequate local shops.  Other shops are not too far away.  We're satisfied and we don't even have a car. 

445. Elms Parade is Botley 

446. Could do with haberdashers shop 

447. Renovate accommodation and facade maybe 

448. It is a great frontage that doesn't need changing 

449. It'a up to the owners of Elms Parade 

450. A parade facing the road is important but could be refurbished or new building. 

451. A bigger post office might help, but as exising in Elms Parade I can't see them .... ? (can't decipher word) 

452. Art Deco parade and should be preserved 

453. New building - same traders 

454. Independent local shops rather than chain stores are what make Botley special. For chains we can go into Oxford City Centre. 

455. Good local shops. 

456. I think it should stay as it is. 

457. A large commercial precinct would not be popular. Current Co-op could be expanded and provision must be made for current local traders 
at a reasonable cost. 

458. We need the post office and supermarkets. Nice playground, outdoors and indoors. 

459. I would lilke the small independent shops to stay either in new premises or the existing ones. 

460. The shops on the front should stay. - don't need a cinema. The rest needs updating. 

461. I've used nearly every shop on Elms Parade. They should stay. 

462. Elms Parade facade should stay. 

463. Keep local businesses & Elms Parade 

464. Keep local businesses 

465. Church Hall and Seacourt Hall other rooms useful for children's groups. 

466. The bit at the front with the butchers and the clock is nice, the rest could be replaced. 

467. These proposed plans are too intrusive 
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468. The physical shops could well be demolished but it is most important that the BUSINESSES can return to the area as soon as possible and 
that they are housed in nearby temporary sites in the meantime. 

469. The Parade is consistent with the 1930's development across the road and should stay 

470. WE are encouraged to use small shops and therefore they should stay 

471. No big shop please 

472. Current shops should be given opportunity of premises of similar size and rent 

473. Existing shop holders should be given the opportunity to have similar premises 

474. The existing shops should be improved 

475. Not really worried if whole area is bulldozed but must have a supermarket & some food shops but not too large 

476. This local shopping area serves the needs of local people. We do not want to attract people into the area, as it is residential, and busy 
enough as it is. 

477. This shopfront should be listed as a heritage asset - it is a near-perfect example of between-wars suburban architecture, still in very good 
condition, and widely used by small shops for the benefit of the local community as originally intended. 

478. My main concern is for the shopholders.  It is important that they are able to continue trading throughout any development, whether or not 
the shops themselves stay 

479. I've ticked option 3, but it's obviously a big if in the statement. If the parade can form part of a redeveloped site then I'd be happy with that, 
but I don't think it's indispensible. 

480. They should be listed - they are essential to the character of the area. 

481. The services provided by the Elms Parade shops (a butcher, an optician, a dental practice, a florist shop, and excellent deli, etc should 
definitely be maintained and not swept aside for a large redevelopment by property developers whose interest is not the local community. 

482. The flats above them are big, beautiful and with reasonably priced rent, unlike any other housing in this area. 

483. These building are part of Botley - to remove them would make the area look just the same as anywhere else. They are lovely and full of 
character 

484. It is also important to safeguard the tradition of the parade featuring predominantly independent shops rather than chains. 

485. The current parade of shops is about the last vestige of the original development, and as such gives character to the area. It is quite 
possible, if there is a desire to do so, to modernise these and provide additional space behind. If current occupiers are willing to move out, units 
could be combined. If the area behind, which is of poorer construction and ill-maintained, has to be up-graded, the current row of older shops could 
remain and provide an entrance through a central archway under the clock into whatever happens behind. However, in all this just how are 
improvements going to be carried out without disrupting both the occupiers and the current users? What must not happen is to see the sort of 
structure Doric seem happy with at their two so-called flagship developments, which are either soul-less trading estates as already found in the 
Botley Road or those at Cowley. 

486. Elms Parade of Shops shops should become a 'listed' building, to avoid demolition. 
However, should the parade of shops be demolished, then they should be replaced with shops and not student/residential accommodation, to 
include pitched roofs; the current building line should not be exceeded or the height of the roofs in order to preserve as near as possible to the 
existing. 

487. Elms Parade Shops are part of our inheritance and known to everybody. If the term "Elms Parade Shops" is used everybody knows 
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instantly where you mean. 

488. They are a crucial part of the Botley community and I will seriously oppose any development to destroy them. 

489. Like the individual shops and I use them, butIi know some are struggling as shoppers visit the larger supermarkets because of cheaper 
prices. 

490. They are a land mark for the shops and area and should not be demolished 

491. The range of retail and other facilities is amazing for such a small area.  It is becoming very rare to find a local Post Office side by side with 
a petshop, florist, butcher, delicatessent, optician and a barber and all within the same frontage. It's a local centre, an example of how people used 
to live their lives before the advent of giant superstores. Specialism like this should be preserved, the scale is appropriate for the local population. 
Bigger is not necesarily better. 

492. I feel it is important to retain the independent shops and encourage more independent shops in the new development and not rely on more 
chains. 

493. The parade should remain in its present ownership as they seem to charge sensible rents.  At least I assume that is the reason those 
shops are occupied and others in the centre have remained empty for months. 

494. To create the best redevelopment I think the Elms Parade shops should be demolished. 

495. I don't have any particular feeling to the buildings. I would want the actual business to stay in the West Way Shopping centre in new 
buildings. 

496. The butchers, post office, opticians etc all provide essential services that would be much missed if the site is redeveloped. I fear many of 
these shops would disappear; higher rents are likely to be a factorapart from loss of trade during any redevelopment. 

497. Larger Post Office. The present one is totally too crowded(que forming outside in winter months) Facilities provided are adequate but 
space TOO SMALL! Haberdashery and crafts. also do it yourself, tools (old ironmonger) 

498. I appreciate the variey of small independent style shops that we currently have.  I do NOT want a large supermarket. 

499. They provide character, historic presence, variety of shopping experience & good service to local residents. Important part of history of 
community. 

500. Need to keep small independent traders, plus convenience of roadside parking for in-and-out shopping. Front facade of Elms Parade 
retained if possible. 

501. I don't have any feelings about the shop buildings, but would like the businesses to stay if possible (preferably in nicer buildings) 

502. The shops= buildings are part of the historical character of Botley. Most emphatically, I wish them to remain intact, as they are, as they are 
in keeping with the surrounding area. They are a balanced group of shops which cater for local people and do not seek to draw people in from 
other areas. This is why I chose to live in this area - because I recognise many shoppers who also live nearby. It is always easy to park somewhere 
and is not never too busy. We do not want trade during the evening which will change the character of the area. 

503. I like small individual shops - they should be encouraged 

504. An important part of Botley. A geat example of a 1930s/40s shopping parade 

505. really good mix of shops and pretty well all indepent traders: I like the variety  very much and feel we are lucky to have such a good 
provision. 

506. The variety of shops we have at the moment are very good, much better than having one large supermarket. It is also a lifeline for elderly 
and disabled. 
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507. They provide a good range of semi-specialist shops and services 

508. It depends on the wishes of the propriertors. 

509. The whole of the west way, elms parade is an eyesore at the moment and the sooner it gets redeveloped into something that the 
community can be proud of the better. 

510. as now 

511. The Parade is the "face" of Botley. 
It is nicely designed and proportioned - a classic of its era. 
It should only ever be removed if it is going to be replaced by something equally iconic and attractive. 

512. ensure existing traders are properly catered for in the new development 

513. Elms Parade is a valuable, adaptable and nice looking building. This is part of Botley history and should be preserved. 

514. The parade of shops is a landmark of the area and offers multiple retail outlets suitable for small local businesses. 

515. we need them all 

516. They ensure that we will have some small independent shops since Doric's other developments seem to consist only of chain stores. Also 
the architecture is distinctive. And how could the traders survive if they have to wait for rebuilding - I use the opticians, butchers, pet-shop, post-
office, florist, delicatessan, car-part shop. 

517. If this is demolished the area may loose some its character. Also, the small, local shops are vital if we want to retain any feeling of being a 
community. 
What we need is what we have but without the 1970s ugliness! 

518. no 

519. These shops must be incorporated into the new development without a prohibitive increase in their rents. Along with the existing butcher, it 
would be nice to see a green grocer and fish monger too. These could be part subsidised by any mega chain supermarket that moved in as a way 
of 'supporting the community'. This whole project is a great opportunity for a fresh start and could set an example for other such schemes. 

520. I value the independent traders already there and I am not convinced that they would stay in the area if the current buildings are 
demolished, even if they are replaced with new buildings intended for small traders 

521. I have no issue with the buildings being demolished and rebuilt however the existing businesses must be allowed to remain in the new 
development and no extra rental cost to themselves. The butchers must remain and the addition of a greengrocers would be welcome! 

522. Retaining Elms Parade shops is our best way of keeping independent retailers and the Post Office. 

523. Must  keep the small independent shops not  give into big chains 

524. I think there is a good mix of shops in West Way at present, I like the mix of the bigger supermarkets alongside the smaller independent 
retailers and think this should remain part of any new development. 

525. these are an important part of the shopping choices at Botley - small and friendly 

526. This an important part of the heritage of the area and should be kept at all costs. 

527. They ought to be listed! They are an attractive example of mid 20th century architecture. It's really nice to still have individual shops 
instead of a supermarket. Especially like Taylor's deli, the pet shop and car parts shop. 

528. Local, independent stores are good and should be retained - butcher, delicatessen, optician, post office. 
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529. The historic face of Botley 

530. In the following question on a supermarket, i don't necessarily think we need a bigger one, but we do need a better one 

531. We must retain the small local shops. therefore when i tick the must stay, we must keep the ability for the independant small retailer and 
not allow the big retailers in to destroy the smaller one. 

532. For the sake of keeping the identity of the area the front parade of shops should remain and the buildings around it redeveloped 

533. They are iconic and certainly should be saved. 

534. I like having these shops as the frontage to West Way and would like to see them kept. However the area to the front could be improved 
(fewer parking spaces in favour of green space and benches), and the back side of the flats always look bad and are not nice to walk past - 
perhaps these could be inclosed as rear gardens in the redevelopment. 

535. but existing businesses should be able to use any new units on preferential terms 

536. There are some good, independent and quality shops on the Parade that should definitely stay as they enhance the area and are a major 
draw for getting people to use the area. 

537. they are an important part of the community with a good mix of local retailers.They should definitely stay.My family and friends use these 
shops a lot. 

538. They are the best part in the redevelopment zone and unlike the rest of it have character in keeping with the neighbourhood. 

539. Yes, the provide housing as well as shops, and this should be retained. 

540. i really like this set of shops. There's good variety and you can get most things that you need. 

541. Some of the independent shops in Elms Parade encouraged us to move to the area - the butchers for example - and I'd be cross if they 
were pushed out by a major supermarket. 

542. I very much appreciate having a large number of small shops - chemist, pet shop, newsagent, hairdresser, barber, second hand shop - and 
would be sad to see these go! 

543. It would be good to encourage independent traders to be part of the new development 

544. Most are highly valued independent shops and it would be a disaster if they went. They are part of what makes Botley distinctive and a 
good place to live. 

545. Currently, they're mostly pretty dreary and run-down. 

546. We should rebuild a new row of shops with a butcher, newsagent, optician etc..ie update ie modernise the shops but keep the facilities 
available now. 

547. Perhaps the most important opinions to consider should be those of the shopkeepers and owners themselves and the people who live 
above and behind the shops - do THEY feel the buildings are fit for purpose or do they feel the parade needs a whole new rethink. The front 
elevation lends a certain historical character to the area but I don't think this should necessarily be the main consideration when deciding whether 
or not the block should remain. 

548. I think it's important to maintain independent and local business in the area. 

549. Although a lot is said about the architecture of the Elms Parade shops, if we're honest, the architecture is really not that special or 
interesting! 

550. They are the public face of the shopping centre and should stay that way. Perhaps an arch could be made through the middle, leading to 
the shops behind. 
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551. Elms Parade shop owners should be offered new updated premises as part of the new development rather than see their businesses 
dissapear. 

552. Most important rather than the building itself is the needs of the small businesses that occupy them.  If the shops were demolished, it 
would probably be the end of some of the businesses unless they could be provided with definite places to move into immediately.  Overall I don't 
really see the point of knocking them down, any money would be better off spent elsewhere in the plans. 

553. Although I would like them to stay, some improvements to them could nonetheless be made. 

554. I think that the Elms Parade frontage is one of the few distinctive and worthwhile things about what has been, over the years, a very poorly 
designed and developed part of town (eg Seacourt area) 

555. The parade is not architecturally impressive, but does have some character. It should be renovated and rejuvenated, not demolished. 

556. I would like to retain the elms parade shop fronts as part of new development 

557. They should be maintain as the facia to the development 

558. The parade does need to be managed properly. The current approach seems so what unprofessional. 

559. They are part of our heritage and should remain in place. 

560. Oxford and surrounding areas do not need another major shopping centre, there are already plenty of alternatives available (incl Seacourt 
redevelopment). Botley needs small shops and services which serve the _local_ community. 

561. This beautiful 1930s facade should be preserved. It works really well as the type of small  shops we need with a real community feel. They 
should be a model for the rest of the development ,,  which should be no taller than they are. 

562. I amazed it is even suggested to destroy part of the history of Botley, these shops were build for the estate and are an integral part of it. 

563. Elms Parade shops are iconic and symbolises Botley.  To change their frontage or indeed lose t them altogether would turn Botley into a 
non-descript new development with no character. 

564. The Elms Parade shops are attractive and if they are properly incorporated into the overall redevelopment then they could be a real asset 
to the area and therefore to the developers. 

565. i like the frontage as its got character and would be good to keep ,however the flats are old and probably need to go 

566. Modernise the Elms Parade shops but they must not be demolished 

567. They are an important part of the area and quite distinctive. 

568. These are varied small businesses and should be encouraged to stay. We do not want just a large supermarket and big chains like Boots 
etc. 

569. It is important to retain some independent shops 

570. Keep it independant and choice of small retailers.  keep the community feel.  Do not let it become 24/7 faceless multi national 
congoborates and a huge car park.  Keep it safe. 

571. Elms Parade is worth keeping for character and architectural history in keeping with much of the area. 

572. It is not so much the shops in themselves that are good but the layout with the open, inviting space in front, the ample sidewalk for 
pedestrians, the urban-  as opposed to suburban - feel 

573. They may need internal and external upgrade, but I think they lend a bit of character/history to a fairly uninspiring immediate environment.  
Keeping them will allow contrast with any glitzy modern architecture behind - lending more interest to the whole!  That's the theory anyway ... let's 
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see how glam the proposed new build is!!? 

574. Important to maintain style of building and variety of independent businesses 

575. We want some of the character to remain. We do not want another Templar Square. 

576. If the whole of the WW shops are flattened then Elms Parade are the only shops available here.  Knocking them down at the same time 
removes all facilities from the area. 

577. They give Botley its character 

578. These must all be kept.  They are individual shops and all make a valuable contribution to the local community.  Many have been 
established for years.  I do not want to lose any of them! 

579. I'm equally concerned about the original West Way Centre and would like to see it returned to its original 1960s condition rather than 
demolished.  Given a sympathetic restoration it could look modern and stylish. 

580. The people are friendly. 

581. The Elms Parade shops are both a landmark and a central local facility. Botley has few of either. 

582. Elms Parade is an historic building with character, home to local independent shops - please don't destroy it to make way for another 
anonymous mall! 

583. No development is worth the destruction of small and local shops 

584. I think it would be great to keep the frontage that Elms Parade provides 

585. Good little range of small shops! 

586. I think that the architecture has merit and that it should be preserved, especially the facade that fronts the Botley Rd. I do not want to see 
what I call a 'Swindon-eque' building (most developers seems to build these and I have no reason to think this new development, if carried out, will 
be any different. Most developers do not employ very cultured architects, in my opinion. 

587. supporting local independent business is important 

588. This terrace is about the most attractive part of Botley - apart from several hidden bits of Botley Old Town.  Losing it would be short-sighted 
and regrettable in the long run. 

589. This is an iconic building, the facade of which should be retained to keep some of the character of the area. 

590. I think the Elms Parade frontage should stay the same, these provide a welcome approach to Botley and are a nice design and if replaced 
will probably be something modernistic and soon out of date. 

591. Surely this beautiful 1930s frontage is listed and must stay !!! 

592. The frontage and the way it is set back from the main road is welcoming - quaint, a bit old fashioned/1950s but more welcoming because of 
being a bit unusual nowadays; and the shops in the parade is a good variety, mostly well-established and all well-used. 

593. I live opposite them and enjoy my outlook! 

594. the façade is iconic and should be at least integrated in some way to any development 

595. They cover the whole range of reasonable need and must stay. 

596. Elms Parade has very individual and very useful shops and facilities which should be kept for the future. It is pleasing to the eye and a big 
part of Botley. 
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597. Elms Parade shops provide an attractive and distinctive part of the character of Botley that should be retained. The independent stores 
including butchers, florist, delicatesent, pet shop, optician & motor parts shop also provide invaluable services which would be likely to be lost as 
part of a redevelopment proposal. 

598. I would have nothing against Elms Parade being demolished per say but only if we kept a good selection of local shops and businesses 
and the redevelopment served to enhance the over all project. 

599. 1.:  Although the great majority of them are essential, we feel that one or two units would serve the local public better if they were e.g. a 
greengrocer, a hardware store...and do we really need 2 Martins Newsagents so close? 
2.  It is vital and essential that the current (well used and appreciated) be situated somewhere convenient during the building work, and not 
disadvantaged or blighted by the redevelopment process. 

600. Retain Post Office, Butchers, Chemist, Dentist, Library, Opticians, Hair dressers. Car parking vital. Coop is an excellent store and meets 
the community requirements. 

601. I think the main frontage building with the clock  should stay and all the other shops inside the parade should be encouraged to continue to 
trade in new facilities 

602. Yes, I don't like to see cinema hall and student accommdation in west way. it will spoil botley area. I would like to see one big super 
market,post office, library, optician, dentist and pound store. 

603. The Elms Parade shops are an historic part of Botley. The frontage is very attractive and has a good mix of shops. There is no value I can 
see in destroying this iconic Parade. 

604. They should be taken into account as part of the new developments - it's better to have a variety of independent shops 

605. I like the locality and the good variety. I would like to see lots of smaller businesses rather than a bit supermarket. 

606. These shops provide local links and are very important in stopping any new development becoming just another out of town shopping area 

607. I like Elms Parade for sentimental reasons. I remember them as a child when my father worked at Seacourt Tower in the sixties and 
seventies. However, I recognise that they are dated. It would be a shame to lose them, but if the replacement is an improvement, then I am in 
favour. 

608. The buildings are nice and I think they should be kept. A bit of paint and some nice plants etc. would brighten in up though. Different shops 
could take over in the buildings though possibly... 

609. Its part of Botley history and houses some great little shops. We haven't heard their views on perhaps being forced out of business. 

610. Elms Parade adds architectural interest and houses exactly the sort of small, specialist local shops we need to maintain 

611. The front shops are an important part of the history of Botley, pretty and in good order. I particularly feel for the butcher and barber who 
should be able to continue their fantastic service to the community in the buildings they would be a great loss to the community. 

612. Have historical interest and a pity to demolish our heritage for future generations just in the name of 'progress'.. 

613. I would like you to retain the toilets and two charity shops. I would like a Poundland, Holland and Barratt and Childcare for 5 years and 
over. 

614. The Post Office is terrible 

615. Whilst it's nice to see a parade of shops and the parking is good, the actual building is not attractive and could easily give way to give 
flexibility to the development. 

616. Do not put student flats there 
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617. Definitely the front row should be kept - I'm not so bothered about the rear. 

618. I don't have strong feelings about the physical stores but would like those shops to stay ie keep the butcher, deli, post office etc but in a 
different place physically if it would fit better with any redevelopment 

619. They provide part of the character of the area 

620. Demolishing the shops is OK if we get better shops in the same position and any student accommodation in the Parade is minimal 

621. There is an independent butcher, pet shop, flower shop, post office, jewellers - these are really precious and there is absolutely no rational 
need to take away those businesses, reducing the options for local people, obliging us to go to the big corporate shops eg Pets at Home and 
whatever supermarkets there are, and making life extremely difficult for the shopkeepers. 

622. The shop fronts should be maintained if possible, but the rest (flats etc) are not in good order so should go. 

623. Having independent and locally-owned shops at the centre of our community is really important to us and makes Botley and Hinksey 
different from the other neighbourhoods of Oxford where there are chain-stores, industrial outlets or student shops. Botley and Hinksey is different 
and has a wonderful community feel. Furthermore the shops are varied - a butchers, post office, florist, deli, hairdresser etc. Elms Parade is part of 
the area's identity and it would be so sad, in fact wrong, for this range of independent and much-used shops to be lost and replaced by an 
unwanted cinema or sizeable supermarket. This would change the feel of the area (for the worse) without a doubt 

624. Elms Parade has many great local shops so would be shame if we lose them!! 

625. current shop keepers should get first refusal of shop units at equal to or less than their current rent because of lost earnings, we nee to 
mantain a healthy number of different shops or risk them all being charity shops 

626. I understand shopkeepers dont want to lose money but as a shopper, I find it a dead and alive place and cannot understand why some 
people want to stop redevelopment 

627. I think they should have listed building status as they are art deco. I like that variety of small sh. I also think it's very. wasteful to demolish 
sound buildings. 

628. Parking is a big issue and needs to be considered within the new development so as not to cause more problems for the surrounding 
roads. 

629. Elms parade is a great example of an interwar suburban shopping parade, and whilst not listed, is still worth conserving because of the 
striong sense of historic identity it provides for Botley. It is inconceivable that if replaced the same mix of independent retailers would be able to 
afford to continue trading in this location. It is the face of Botley - the current 'proposal' to replace it with student housing is completely 
inappropriate, and shows that the developers have no grasp of place making or urban design. 

630. They are the best defining feature of Botley. It will feel like an unfamiliar place if they go. 

631. I like the coop, charity shops, lloyds, barbers and barclays and would probably be v upset if these were replaced by non equivalents or 
even if they were temporarily disrupted..i rely on them weekly or monthly. 

632. The physical buildings are less important than the members of the local community who currently occupy some of the smaller shops. Any 
new development should be inclusive towards owners/occupiers of current shops. 

633. Keep the clock 

634. It is an architectural feature that defines the area and in itself attracts shoppers. 

635. I feel very strongly that the shops on the parade should be left intact, the front is classic, of its time and should be retained. 

636. They are an integral part of Botley and contribute to area's character. 
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637. They should be guaranteed premises at the same conditions as at present (i.e. same rents and amount of space) in the new development. 
This also includes the 2 charity shops. The building process itself should be done so that they can move straight from the current premises to the 
new ones or get compensation for the months they cannot operate due to building works. 

638. I want to keep the Co-op and chip shop and library 

639. My concern is not for the building, but for the traders in Elms Parade. They may find it hard/expensive to get untis in the new development 
and we need these independant retailers to stay - they contribute so much to the feel of Botley 

640. It's only the ones at the from facing Botley road that should stay. 

641. The post office staff are rude. 

642. Thay are nearly all independent which should be retained 

643. The facade is part of the character of the area and represents a link back to its history. We should not erase all traces. 

644. Elms Parade must not be demolished. It is an iconic building and gives the place character. Replacing it with student housing would be a 
big mistake. 

645. Without Elms Parade, Botley won't be Botley. They should renovated but not demolished 

646. We like individual shops like butchers, greengrocers, hardware store. Do not require a hypermarket. It would attract more cars. Roads 
around are already congested. 

647. It would be a disgrace if were demolished. 

648. Post Office precious. 
Deli and Newsagent valuable. 

649. The building is of historic interest, classical and beautiful and of its time; the Parade could be looked after better however. 

650. This is an iconic part of the area and one that people comment on, The selection of independent shops is  most welcome and the friendly 
atmosphere. 

651. I am most concerned about noise,  dust and altered traffic flow or parking habits both during the dev process or after. Any minor disruption 
could be made tolerable if the developers also build a sound damper to the ring road or improve poplar rd surface as a compensation. 

 


